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felt at home

a house can come in many forms but it should feel like home
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A Written Design Description
Word Count: 1003

“Telling someone you have Cerebral Palsy is like saying you have the flu.” Spoken from a mother who raised a child with CP, these words serve to explain not only 
the vastness of the disease, but also the misunderstandings many have. Multiple types of this condition have forced architecture and design to adapt in order to 
provide the highest level of support and accessibility. Felt at Home identifies key variables Cerebral Palsy can exhibit and serves to give back freedom and
independence through responsible design.

Much like Cerebral Palsy can be classified into three types – Spastic, Athetoid, and Ataxic – Felt at Home classifies three design principles to act as the building Much like Cerebral Palsy can be classified into three types – Spastic, Athetoid, and Ataxic – Felt at Home classifies three design principles to act as the building 
blocks for a universally accessible home. These principals work in unison to provide aid for all levels of functional abilities, from stiffness to involuntary movements.
By targeting the three ‘R’s – Reachability, Responsiveness, and Recognize, the living environment was paired down and simplified to ensure it is beneficial to all users 
with CP, whether the user suffers from rigidity in one limb or is wheelchair bound with vision impairment. It is important to note that the interior was designed for the 
independent living of users with mild to medium Cerebral Palsy but also to accommodate a spouse/caregiver for those with severe symptoms.  independent living of users with mild to medium Cerebral Palsy but also to accommodate a spouse/caregiver for those with severe symptoms.  

Reachability ensures that all aspects of the design are barrier-free. This means that despite having a mild or severe form of Cerebral Palsy, all elements within the 
space can be reached in one form or another. This was achieved on both large and small-scale levels. Of the utmost importance, the design is of single level 
construction. There are no steps, staircases, or even ramps to maneuver. Within the interior framework, the floor plan remains open, thereby eliminating the 
repetition of doors and halls that traditional homes offer. This abundance of space allows for all areas of the home to be reached by any means – wheelchair, walker, repetition of doors and halls that traditional homes offer. This abundance of space allows for all areas of the home to be reached by any means – wheelchair, walker, 
or on foot. With no level changes, not even the smallest transition strip, the soft yet supportive resilient flooring helps to minimize trips caused by even the slightest 
level change or loose area rug. In addition to a stable, single floor plane, all horizontal surfaces are lowered to accessible height with plumbing and electrical controls 
lowered accordingly. 

Responsiveness sees that the interior design responds and communicates with the user. In order to accommodate multiple side affects that can be caused by CP,
Felt at Home implements design techniques for the vision and hearing impaired. This is accomplished with voice controlled lighting and alarm systems. For example,Felt at Home implements design techniques for the vision and hearing impaired. This is accomplished with voice controlled lighting and alarm systems. For example,
when the doorbell rings, the interior lights flash a certain pattern to the user. While if the fire alarm goes off, the lights flash a different pattern or colour altogether. In 
addition, lighting is integrated with voice activation, thereby allowing the user to command the lights on and off if he or she cannot reach the switch. Further to this,
all light switch controls are at wheelchair accessible height with a toggle on/off switch to eliminate the fine motor skills required of traditional switches. 

Finally, Recognize ensures that all aspects are presented with familiarity and require no special knowledge or systems to operate. This final theme combines the first Finally, Recognize ensures that all aspects are presented with familiarity and require no special knowledge or systems to operate. This final theme combines the first 
and second themes and ensures that all objects and systems within the space foster an environment where the user can be as self-sufficient and independent as 
possible. Most notably, the direct connection from bedroom to bathroom sees that users can reach vital rooms without maneuvering through halls and doors. In
addition, the introduction of pocket doors with oversized pulls helps the user recognize the private versus public space and he or she is able to simplistically open or 
close the space to suit the situation.  

By combining the before mentioned three design themes with responsible materiality and furniture selections, the design addresses a wide spectrum of physical By combining the before mentioned three design themes with responsible materiality and furniture selections, the design addresses a wide spectrum of physical 
challenges that ultimately nurture mobility and independence within the space. First, the interior provides several areas to sit and rest. At the front entrance, a low felt 
upholstered bench serves as the first point to put on or take off shoes. In the kitchen, a low countertop with wheelchair pull up space and low stools provides a
touchdown area. And in the bathroom, a low bathtub and combined shower bench provides flexibility of task. Second, all surfaces have been brought to a lower,
accessible height. This is seen in both kitchen and bathroom countertops allowing for wheelchairs to slide underneath. Third, all accessories and hardware foster accessible height. This is seen in both kitchen and bathroom countertops allowing for wheelchairs to slide underneath. Third, all accessories and hardware foster 
ease of operation for users with low muscle control. All cabinetry is equipped with both touch-latch hardware and large pulls to allow all forms of grabbing or 
touching to open and close cabinets. Stovetop knobs in the kitchen have been brought to the front of the cabinet to eliminate reach, and push buttons combined 
with motion sensors have replaced traditional flush and faucet systems in the bathroom. Finally, all areas – both public and private – were designed with minimal 
obstructions. Corridors were eliminated and replaced with open space to allow for a 5’-0” wheelchair turning circle. At all possible instances, corners were eliminated obstructions. Corridors were eliminated and replaced with open space to allow for a 5’-0” wheelchair turning circle. At all possible instances, corners were eliminated 
and millwork was terminated into a wall. At all locations where sitting or leaning is possible, the bottom two-thirds of the adjacent wall is padded with cushion-filled felt.
This is a playful and functional take on the notion of a “sponge house,” where accidental bumps are minimized without blatantly appearing to pad the house.

Through the use of building code and materiality – specifically soft felt – the interior serves as a place that cultivates accessibility and independence without appearing 
overtly barrier-free. Through the application of three key design principals – Reachability, Responsiveness, and Recognize, the design goes beyond a specialized overtly barrier-free. Through the application of three key design principals – Reachability, Responsiveness, and Recognize, the design goes beyond a specialized 
interior for users with Cerebral Palsy. It becomes a universally designed space for users who wish to Age in Place and for users with multiple special needs. The
successful harmony of user centered design and the conscientious selection of materials creates an interior that supports mobility, independence, and growth and 
ultimately is intended to “feel like home.”
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